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(54) STAGGERED HARVESTER HEAD REEL POSITION ADJUSTMENT

(57) An agricultural header having a frame (120), a
first support arm (124), a second support arm (124)
spaced from the first support arm (124), a reel (116) ex-
tending from a first reel end (130) rotatably mounted to
the first support arm to a second reel end (132) rotatably
mounted to the second support arm, a first actuator (128,
300, 400, 504, 600, 700) operatively connected to the
frame (120) and the first reel end (130) and configured
to move the first reel end (130) relative to the frame (120),
a second actuator (128, 302, 402, 506, 602, 704) oper-

atively connected to the frame (120) and the second reel
end (132) and configured to move the second reel end
(132) relative to the frame (120), and a control system
(200, 608, 708) configured to alternately operate the first
actuator (128, 300, 400, 504, 600, 700) and the second
actuator (128, 302, 402, 506, 602, 704) in repeating al-
ternating incremental steps to thereby move the reel
(116) from a first reel position relative to the frame (120)
to a second reel position relative to the frame (120). A
combine (100) having such a header is also provided.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] Agricultural harvester heads are used to re-
move crop material from the ground and convey such
material into the harvester for further processing. For ex-
ample, a harvester head might include a cutter bar as-
sembly to sever the crop stalks, and one or more con-
veyors such as augers or belts to consolidate the crop
material at the center of the header. The header also may
include one or more harvesting reels, such as pickup
reels, draper reels and gathering reels, to help guide the
crop into the header.
[0002] A typical reel is mounted to the header between
support arms, and includes a rotating shaft to which tine
rods or bars are attached to sweep crop material back-
wards over the cutter bar assembly and towards the back
of the header. The rotating components (shaft, tines, etc.)
of the reel may have any suitable configuration for moving
the crop backwards to the header. Non-limiting examples
of reel structures are shown in U.S. Patent Application
No. 15/058,853 (U.S. Publication 2016/0255773), and
U.S. Patent Application No. 15/710,523 (U.S. Publication
2019/0082599), which are incorporated herein by refer-
ence.
[0003] Wider headers may include multiple reels
mounted side-by-side on respective support arms. Elec-
tric or hydraulic actuators are typically operatively con-
nected to the support arms to move the reel sections fore
and aft and up and down. Non-limiting examples of such
actuators are shown in U.S. Patent Application No.
15/285,982 (U.S. Publication 2018/0092305), which is
incorporated herein by reference.
[0004] This description of the background is provided
to assist with an understanding of the following explana-
tions of exemplary embodiments, and is not an admission
that any or all of this background information is neces-
sarily prior art.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] In one exemplary aspect, there is provided an
agricultural header having a frame, a first support arm,
a second support arm spaced in a lateral direction from
the first support arm, a reel extending from a first reel
end rotatably mounted to the first support arm to a second
reel end rotatably mounted to the second support arm,
a first actuator operatively connected to the frame and
the first support arm and configured to move the first sup-
port arm relative to the frame, a second actuator opera-
tively connected to the frame and the second support
arm and configured to move the second support arm rel-
ative to the frame, and a control system configured to
alternately operate the first actuator and the second ac-
tuator in repeating alternating incremental steps to there-
by move the reel from a first reel position relative to the
frame to a second reel position relative to the frame.

[0006] In some exemplary aspects, the first actuator
comprises first hydraulic actuator and the second actu-
ator comprises a second hydraulic actuator.
[0007] In some exemplary aspects, the control system
comprises a source of pressurized hydraulic fluid.
[0008] In some exemplary aspects, the control system
comprises at least one valve moveable between a first
valve position in which the source of pressurized hydrau-
lic fluid is fluidly connected to the first hydraulic actuator
and not fluidly connected to the second hydraulic actua-
tor, and a second valve position in which the source of
pressurized hydraulic fluid is fluidly connected to the sec-
ond hydraulic actuator and not fluidly connected to the
first hydraulic actuator.
[0009] In some exemplary aspects, the at least one
valve comprises a hydraulic diverter valve.
[0010] In some exemplary aspects, the actuator drive
comprises a solenoid operatively connected to the at
least one valve and configured to move the at least one
valve between the first position and the second position.
[0011] In some exemplary aspects, the first actuator
comprises a first electric actuator and the second actu-
ator comprises a second electric actuator.
[0012] In some exemplary aspects, the control system
comprises a source of electrical energy.
[0013] In some exemplary aspects, the control system
comprises a control circuit configured to alternate be-
tween: connecting the source of electrical energy to drive
the first electric actuator and not drive the second electric
actuator, and connecting the source of electrical energy
to drive the second electric actuator and not drive the
first electric actuator.
[0014] In some exemplary aspects, wherein the first
electric actuator and the second electric actuator com-
prise linear actuators.
[0015] In another exemplary aspect, there is provided
an agricultural vehicle having a chassis configured for
movement over a surface, and a header as described in
the previous exemplary embodiments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016] Embodiments of inventions will now be de-
scribed, strictly by way of example, with reference to the
accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a side elevation view of an agricultural ve-
hicle that may include embodiments of the present
invention.

FIG. 2 is a top plan view of the agricultural vehicle
of FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary reel
support arm control system.

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of another exemplary
reel support arm control system.
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FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of another exemplary
reel support arm control system.

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of another exemplary
reel support arm control system.

FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of another exemplary
reel support arm control system.

FIG. 8 is a schematic top plan view of an agricultural
vehicle header.

FIG. 9 is a side elevation view of the header of FIG. 8.

[0017] In the figures, like reference numerals refer to
the same or similar elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] Exemplary embodiments of the present inven-
tion provide apparatus and methods for operating a head-
er reel position control system. It will be appreciated that
other embodiments may be used in other types of ma-
chines having a similar arrangement of parts, upon in-
corporation of the appropriate features of the inventions
herein.
[0019] FIGs. 1 and 2 illustrate an example of an agri-
cultural combine 100 with which embodiments of the in-
vention may be used. The combine 100 includes a chas-
sis 102 that is configured for driving on a surface (e.g.,
the ground or a road), such as by being supported by
pneumatic wheels 104, tracked wheel assemblies, or the
like. The combine 100 includes a threshing and separat-
ing system 106 mounted on or within the chassis 102.
The threshing and separating system 106 may include
mechanisms such as one or more threshers (e.g., an
axial flow thresher), sieves, blowers, and the like, as well
as an associated grain hopper 108 and unloader. Thresh-
ing and separating systems 106 and their associated
components are well-known in the art, and need not be
described in detail herein. The combine 100 also may
include other features, such as an operator cab 110, and
so on.
[0020] A header 112 is attached to the chassis 102,
typically at the forward end of the combine 100. The head-
er 112 is configured to cut and harvest crop material from
the ground as the combine 100 drives in the forward di-
rection F. The header 112 extends in the lateral direction
L relative to the chassis 102. The term "lateral" will be
understood to mean a direction that is transverse to the
forward drive direction F. The header 112 may include
one or more cutter bars 114 located at or near the leading
edge of the header 112 to cut crops at or near the ground
level, and one or more reels 116 configured to pull the
crop material backwards towards the header 112. The
header 112 also may include crop conveyors 118 that
are configured to move the crop material at the lateral
ends of the header 112 towards the center of the header

112. The crop conveyors 118 may be in the form of belts,
auger screws (as shown), or the like. At the center, the
header 112 may include a feeder conveyor (not shown)
that conveys the crop material backwards towards a crop
outlet. The header 112 also may include supports in the
form of gauge wheels or skids to control the height of the
header 112 over the ground.
[0021] The header 112 is built on a frame 120, which
is attached to the chassis 102 by a feeder housing 122.
The feeder housing 122 is configured to convey crop ma-
terial backwards from the header 112 to the threshing
and separating system 106. The feeder housing 122 may
be movable by one or more actuators (not shown) to
change the position of the header 112 relative to the
ground.
[0022] The reels 116 are movably mounted to the
frame 120 by support arms 124. The support arms 124
are spaced in the lateral direction L along the frame 120,
and connected to the frame 120 by movable joints, such
as pivot connectors 126. Each support arm has an as-
sociated actuator 128, such as a hydraulic piston and
cylinder arrangement, or an electric actuator (e.g., an
electrically operated lead screw-driven actuator). The ac-
tuators 128 may be operatively connected between the
frame 120 and the respective support arm 124 by pivot
connectors at each end of the actuator 128, or by other
articulated connections, as known in the art.
[0023] Each reel 116 is connected at a first reel end
130 to a first one of the support arms 124, and at a second
reel end 132 to a second one of the support arms 124.
It will also be understood that a single support arm 124
may be located between and connected to two reels 116
(i.e., one reel 116 extending from each side of the support
arm 124) Thus, a header 112 may include, for example:
a single reel 116 supported by two support arms 124;
two reels 116 supported by three support arms 124 with
the center support arm 124 holding both reels 116; two
reels 116 supported by four support arms 124 (i.e., two
support arms 124 per reel 116); three reels 116 supported
by four, five or six support arms 124, and so on. The reels
116 furthermore are rotatably mounted relative to the
support arms 124, such that the reels 116 can rotate to
drive crop material into the header 112. Such rotating
mount may be by conventional bearings or the like, as
known in the art. One or more motors (not shown), such
as electric or hydraulic motors, or a power take-off from
the vehicle’s main power plant, may be provided to drive
the reels 116. The particular structure of the reels 116
and their rotational drive system are not relevant to the
invention, and need not be described in more detail here-
in.
[0024] The actuators 128 are operable to move the
support arms 124 relative to the frame 120, to thereby
move the reels 116 relative to the frame 120. In the ex-
ample of FIG. 1, the actuators 128 move the reels 116
generally up and down (i.e., vertically). In other exam-
ples, the actuators 128 may be configured to move the
reels 116 in the fore-aft direction (i.e., longitudinally). Still
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other examples may have multiple actuators at each sup-
port arm 124, that are configured to control the position
of the reel 116 relative to the frame 120 both vertically
and longitudinally.
[0025] The reel actuators 128 are operated by a control
system 200 comprising one or more electrical or hydrau-
lic power supplies, actuators, switches or the like. It has
been found that conventional reel actuator 128 operating
systems can have limitations. For example, if electric ac-
tuators are used, the total power draw on the electrical
system to simultaneously operate all of the electric actu-
ators can be significant, leading to additional costs to
ensure full operational capacity of all such actuators.
Similarly, a vehicle 100 originally configured to operate
a single reel may lack sufficient power to operate multiple
reels provided on a retrofit header. As another example,
when hydraulic actuators are used, each actuator must
have its own relatively complex and expensive hydraulic
valve assembly to allow independent operation of the
reels, and requires a larger capacity hydraulic system.
When retrofitting a header with a second reel (or more)
onto a vehicle having a single reel, the hydraulic system
may be underpowered or lack hydraulic capacity to op-
erate all of the reel actuators. The need for such complex
and expensive hydraulics can be avoided by connecting
the actuators to operate in parallel, but this removes the
ability to individually position each end of the reel 116 to
optimize performance, and requires a large instantane-
ous hydraulic volumetric flow capacity.
[0026] It has been determined that the foregoing prob-
lems can be mitigated or eliminated by using a control
system 200 that is configured to alternately operate the
two reel actuators 128 of each reel 116 in a plurality of
repeating alternating incremental steps when it is desired
to move the reel 116 relative to the header frame 120.
Using this process, the reel 116 is moved from a first
operating position to second operating position by stag-
gering the movement of the two support arms 124. The
support arms 124 are operated one at a time (possibly
with some overlap of their duty cycles), through a series
of small steps to reach the final desired operating posi-
tion.
[0027] A first example of such a control system 200 is
illustrated in FIG. 3. The control system includes a first
actuator 300 and a second actuator 302, each of which
is configured to operate a respective reel support arm
124. The first and second actuators 300, 302 each com-
prise a hydraulic piston and cylinder actuator assembly,
as known in the art. In this case, the actuators 300, 302
are single-acting hydraulic actuators. The control system
200 further includes a source of pressurized hydraulic
fluid, such as a pump 304 connected to a hydraulic fluid
reservoir 306, and a valve 308. The valve 308 is config-
ured to selectively direct the pressurized hydraulic fluid
to one or the other of the two actuators 300, 302 to cause
the selected actuator 300, 302 to extend. The valve 308
may comprise any suitable diverter valve, such as a spool
valve or a valve block having the requisite flow passage

arrangement.
[0028] A valve controller 310 is provided to operate the
valve 308. The valve controller 310 may comprise, for
example, an electrically-operated solenoid 312 that
drives the valve 308 to a first position (shown) when en-
ergized, and a spring 314 that drives the valve 308 to a
second position (to the left in FIG. 3) when the solenoid
312 is deenergized. The spring 314 may be replaced by
a second solenoid acting in the opposite direction, or oth-
er return mechanisms. The valve controller 310 alterna-
tively may comprise an eccentric drive linkage that is re-
ciprocated back and forth by a motor, a cam and follower
mechanism, a Geneva wheel drive or any other mecha-
nism suitable for moving the valve between the first and
second positions, preferably with a controlled dwell time
at each position to ensure the desired hydraulic fluid flow
duration.
[0029] The valve controller 310 is operated by any suit-
able controller 314, such as a digital circuit (e.g., a mi-
crocontroller or the like) to repeatedly cycle between the
first and second positions. In the case of the solenoid
example shown in FIG. 3, the controller 314 may be pro-
grammed to cycle the solenoid 312 on and off at a pre-
determined frequency or duty cycle to operate the two
actuators 300, 302 in repeating alternating incremental
steps. Where a motor-driven valve switching mechanism
is used (e.g., cam and follower, Geneva wheel, etc.), the
controller 314 may be configured to drive the motor at a
speed necessary to obtain the desired step duration. If
the motor is a fixed-speed motor, the controller 314 may
be programmed to simply turn the motor on or off (e.g.,
it may be a simple switch), and the desired step duration
may be obtained by configuring the drive mechanism with
the proper gear ratio, as understood in the art.
[0030] The step duration may be selected according
to various criteria. For example, the step duration may
be selected to ensure that the magnitude of differential
displacement caused by the motion of one actuator while
the other remains idle (which may cause some flexing of
parts such as the reel 116 and support arms 124) is not
great enough to damage or wear the parts. The step du-
ration also may be selected to make the stepwise motion
of the arms imperceptible or difficult to perceive by the
operator. The step duration also may be selected based
on an empirical analysis of the effect of different durations
on energy efficiency of the system (e.g., power draw or
heat generation to operate at one switching frequency
versus another switching frequency). The step duration
preferably is selected to ensure that multiple steps are
required to move the reel 116 between typical operating
positions. For example, if the reel 116 is designed to op-
erate through a 12 inch range of motion, the step duration
may be selected to ensure a minimum number of incre-
mental steps are taken to move through the 12-inch range
or a portion thereof (e.g., 1 step per inch, 20 steps per
inch, etc.). The step duration also may be established
based on other considerations, such as reducing noise
generation and vibrations.
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[0031] In the embodiment of FIG. 3, the reel 116 is
lowered by opening a drain valve 316, which may be
done manually or under the control of the controller 314.
While a separate drain valve 316 may be used for each
actuator 300, 302 (see, e.g., FIG. 5), the drain valve 316
is in this case attached to both hydraulic pressure lines
318 leading to the two actuators 300, 302 via respective
check valves 320. The check valves 320 prevent back-
flow from one actuator to the other during extension of
the actuators 300, 302. Opening the valve 316 drains
both actuators 300, 302 simultaneously. Thus, the low-
ering operation may be performed simultaneously at both
support arms 124 without performing repeating alternat-
ing incremental steps.
[0032] It will be appreciated that the foregoing embod-
iment may be modified in various ways. For example the
actuators 300, 302 may be balanced against springs 322
(internal or external to the actuators 300, 302) that lift the
support arms 124, such that the actuators 300, 302 are
configured to push the support arms 124 down against
the bias of the springs 322. In this example, the repeating
alternating incremental control steps provided by the
valve controller 310 would operate to lower the reel 116,
and the springs 322 would raise both ends of the reel
116 simultaneously upon opening the valve 316. Such
an embodiment may also be used to operate fore-aft ac-
tuators in which reverse operation cannot be accom-
plished by using gravity to pull the reel support arms 124
down.
[0033] FIG. 4 illustrates another version of a hydraulic
actuator system, in which the hydraulic actuators 400,
402 are double-acting hydraulic piston and cylinder as-
semblies. This example is the same in some respects as
the example of FIG. 3, but a pair of 4-port crossover
valves 404 are provided to selectively switch between
extending and retracting the actuators 400, 402, and it
is not necessary to provide a drain valve. The crossover
valves 404 for each actuator 400, 402 may be operated
simultaneously (as shown), or independently. Control
may be by a solenoid 406 and return spring 408, such
as described above for the diverter valve 308, or via other
hydraulic valve switching mechanism. Any suitable valve
structure may be used for the crossover valves 404.
[0034] In each of the foregoing examples, the diverter
valve 308 may be replaced by a separate flow control
valve for each hydraulic actuator. For example, FIG. 5
illustrates an example of a hydraulic circuit in which a
separate control valve 500, 502 is provided for each hy-
draulic actuator 504, 506. The hydraulic actuators 504,
506 are single-acting in this case, but could be double-
acting in other examples. Each control valve 500, 502 is
operated by a valve controller, such as a solenoid 508,
510. Similarly, each actuator 504, 506 may have a sep-
arate drain valve 512, 514, which allows the operator to
lower (or reverse against a biasing spring) one end of
the reel independently of the other. Alternatively, a single
drain valve may be used such as in the embodiment of
FIG. 3.

[0035] In this example, the two control valves 500, 502
may be operated independently by separate signals from
the controller 314. The controller 314 may be pro-
grammed to operate the valves 500, 502 in discrete al-
ternating incremental steps that do not overlap. Alterna-
tively, the incremental steps may overlap to some de-
gree, which may be desirable to accelerate the reel move-
ment process. In either case, the valves 500, 502 are
movable between a first valve position in which the
source of pressurized hydraulic fluid 304 is fluidly con-
nected to the first hydraulic actuator 504 and not fluidly
connected to the second hydraulic actuator 506, and a
second valve position in which the source of pressurized
hydraulic fluid 304 is fluidly connected to the second hy-
draulic actuator 506 and not fluidly connected to the first
hydraulic actuator 504. The controller 314 also may be
programmed to allow an override mode in which both
valves 500, 502 are operated in unison to simultaneously
raise both reel support arms 124. This mode may be use-
ful during service operations or other operations in which
the hydraulic system of the header and vehicle is not
otherwise loaded or has excess capacity that allows ef-
ficient simultaneous operation of both actuators.
[0036] It will be appreciated that, in other embodi-
ments, the two control valves 500, 502 may be operated
in unison by a single valve controller, such as in the man-
ner the ganged crossover valves 404 are operated in the
embodiment of FIG. 4. In this case, the actuators 504,
506 could not be operated in an overlapping or simulta-
neous manner. Similarly, the embodiments of FIGs. 3
and 4 may be modified by providing separately-controlled
flow valves to each actuator, such as in FIG. 5, to allow
overlapping or simultaneous operation of the actuators.
Other alternatives and variations will be apparent to per-
sons of ordinary skill in the art in view of the present
disclosure.
[0037] In other embodiments, the hydraulic reel sup-
port arm actuators may be replaced by other mecha-
nisms, such as electric actuators. An exemplary electric
actuator is a linear actuator having an electric motor con-
figured to drive a lead screw to cause a follower nut to
move in a linear fashion along the lead screw. Other non-
limiting examples of electric actuators include: recircu-
lating ball linear actuators; cable-, belt- or chain-drives;
motor-driven linkages; and the like. In each case, an elec-
tric motor is used to operate the actuator, which gener-
ates an operating load on the vehicle’s electrical system.
The magnitude of the load is reduced by operating the
electric actuators in a plurality of repeating alternating
incremental steps.
[0038] FIG. 6 is an example of a reel positioning system
using an electric actuator. In this case, the electric actu-
ators 600, 602 comprise linear motion mechanisms (e.g.,
lead screws), that are driven by respective motors 604,
606. A control system 608 is provided to control the dis-
tribution of electric power from a source of electrical en-
ergy 610 to the electric actuators 600, 602. The power
source 610 may comprise one or more batteries, gener-
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ators (e.g., an alternator driven by a prime mover internal
combustion engine, or a dedicated electric generator and
motor system), capacitors, or the like.
[0039] The control system 608 is programmed to se-
lectively connect each electric actuator 600, 602 to the
power source 610. For example, the control system 608
may have a microprocessor 612 that controls the respec-
tive gate functions of a separate electric switch 614, 616
for each electric actuator 600, 602. Such switches 614,
616 may be solenoid-operated switches, solid state
switching devices such as MOSFETs (Metal Oxide Sem-
iconductor Field Effect Transistor), or any other suitable
electrical energy switching mechanism. The switches
614, 616 may be separate parts, or integrated in to the
control system 608.
[0040] In use, the control system 608 selectively acti-
vates the switches 614, 616 to repeatedly cycle the con-
trol circuit between a first state in which the power source
610 is connected to drive the first electric actuator 600
and not connected to drive the second electric actuator
602, and a second state in which the power source 610
is connected to drive the second electric actuator 602
and not connected to drive the first electric actuator 600.
Thus, for at least a period of time in each cycle, one or
the other of the electric actuators 600, 602 is not being
operated. In this way, the electric actuators 600, 602 are
operated in a plurality of repeating alternating incremen-
tal steps to drive the support arms 124 and move the reel
116 from a starting position to a finishing position.
[0041] This cyclical operation of the electric actuators
600, 602 reduces the electric current draw required to
move the reel 116, and thus reduces operating loads on
the electrical system. The power requirement of the sys-
tem may be minimized by operating the control system
608 such that the duty cycles of the two electric actuators
600, 602 do not overlap at all (i.e., there are no transient
periods between the first state and the second state de-
scribed above, in which the power source 610 electrically
driving both actuators 600, 602), but this is not strictly
required. The control system 608 also may be configured
to selectively operate both electric actuators 600, 602
simultaneously (i.e., without operating them in repeating
alternating incremental steps), when such operation
would not overstress the electrical system. For example,
such operation may be useful during service or during
transport when other electrical loads are reduced.
[0042] As will be appreciated from the foregoing ex-
amples, embodiments are capable of providing inde-
pendent position control of each end of a reel 116, while
reducing the overall complexity and cost of the system,
reducing power requirements, or providing other bene-
fits. When it is desired to move one end of the reel 116,
a single end can be operated independently, and when
it is desired to move both ends of the reel 116, the two
ends can be used without any more or substantially more
power requirement than moving a single end.
[0043] In headers having multiple reels, each reel may
have a system as described herein, or all of the reels

may be connected to a single operating system that se-
lectively operates one actuator for each reel or selective
groups of actuators for multiple reels, to avoid overload-
ing the system. For example, FIG. 7 shows an example
in which the respective left actuators 700 for two separate
reels are driven by a first switch 702, and the respective
right actuators 704 for the reels 116 are driven by a sec-
ond switch 706. Thus, the two reels can be simultane-
ously moved in the same series of repeating alternating
incremental steps by operating a control system 708 to
alternately connect the first switch 702 and the second
switch 706 to the power source 710. Still further, the first
switch 702 may comprise a pair of separate switches
(one for each left actuator 700) that may be selectively
operated independently of each other, and the second
switch 706 may comprise a pair of separate switches
(one for each right actuator 704) that may be selectively
operated independently of each other, to thereby allow
the operator to move any one of the actuators 700, 704
independently of the others. As with the embodiment of
FIG. 6, any suitable control circuitry may be used as the
control system 708, such as a suitably programmed mi-
crocontroller 712 that is operatively connected to the
switches 702, 706.
[0044] A configuration such as the one in FIG. 7 can
have many uses, and may be used in conjunction with a
header as shown in FIG. 2 having two support arms 124
and actuators 128 per reel 116. This embodiment also
may be particularly useful when retrofitting a header hav-
ing two reels to a vehicle designed to operate a single
reel. It will also be appreciated that the hydraulic circuits
described herein can also be modified to operate gangs
of actuators in unison, or to operate more than two actu-
ators in separate steps. Other alternatives and variations
will be apparent to persons of ordinary skill in the art in
view of the present disclosure.
[0045] FIGs. 8 and 9 show another embodiment in
which a header 112. In this case, the header 112 has
three reels 116 supported on four support arms 124. Each
support arm 124 has two actuators 128, 128’. The first
actuator 128 is an elevation actuator that is connected
between the frame 120 and the support arm 124 to control
vertical movement of the reel 116. The second actuator
128’ is a longitudinal actuator that is connected between
the support arm 124 and a slidable rel end mount 900
that rotatably supports an end of the reel 116 and is mov-
able generally in the fore-aft direction relative to the sup-
port arm 124 and the frame 120. Thus, between the two
actuators, 128, 128’, the reel 116 can be moved to virtu-
ally limitless positions relative to the frame 120 within a
boundary defined by the ranges of motion of the two ac-
tuators 128, 128’.
[0046] An arrangement having a single actuator that
controls the position of two reels 116 may be controlled
using any of the foregoing embodiments. For example,
each support arm 124 and its associated actuator may
be identified as being at a certain position A, B, C, D on
the header 112, with an associated reel A-B, B-C, C-D
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located therebetween. When it is desired to move a single
reel (e.g., reel A-B), the actuators at the positions asso-
ciated with that reel (e.g., positions A and B) may be
operated in repeating alternating incremental steps to
move the reel. If it is desired to move multiple reels (e.g.,
all three reels), then the actuators may be operated in a
way that distributes the time sequence of the loading,
such as by operating the actuators at each position in
series (A, then B, then C, then D; or B then C, then A,
then D; etc.). If the power capacity is not overloaded,
then actuators at multiple locations may be operated in
groups (e.g., A and C, then B and D; or A and D, then B
and C; etc.).
[0047] When selecting the operating cycle, the differ-
ent loadings of the actuators may be considered as part
of the timing or step duration. For example, the actuators
at positions B and C each bear the weight of two reel
ends, whereas the actuators at positions A and D bear
the weight of a single reel end. In this case, a more even
distribution of operating power may be obtained by op-
erating the actuators in a pattern that distributes the en-
ergy requirement based on the loading, such as by op-
erating the actuators at positions B and C individually,
but operating the actuators a positions A and D at the
same time (e.g., A and D, then B, then C). Other alter-
natives and variations will be apparent to persons of or-
dinary skill in the art in view of the present disclosure.
[0048] When multiple actuators are provided for each
control arm, such as elevation and longitudinal actuators
128, 128’, other combinations of control systems may be
used. In one example, the elevation and longitudinal ac-
tuators 128, 128’ may be operated on completely differ-
ent control systems (e.g., the elevation actuators 128 are
on circuit as described above, and the longitudinal actu-
ators 128’ are on a separate circuit as described above).
In this case, power requirements can be minimized by
programming the controller(s) to be able to operate only
the elevation actuators 128 or the longitudinal actuators
128’ at any given time. Alternatively, the controls of all of
the actuators may be integrated into a single control cy-
cle, in which one or more elevation actuators 128 are
operated in repeating alternating incremental steps with
one or more longitudinal actuators 128’ on the same con-
trol arm or on different control arms. Other alternatives
and variations will be apparent to persons of ordinary skill
in the art in view of the present disclosure.
[0049] The present disclosure describes a number of
inventive features and/or combinations of features that
may be used alone or in combination with each other or
in combination with other technologies. The embodi-
ments described herein are all exemplary, and are not
intended to limit the scope of the claims. It will also be
appreciated that the inventions described herein can be
modified and adapted in various ways, and all such mod-
ifications and adaptations are intended to be included in
the scope of this disclosure and the appended claims.

Claims

1. An agricultural header comprising:

a frame (120);
a first support arm (124);
a second support arm (124) spaced in a lateral
direction (L) from the first support arm;
a reel (116) extending from a first reel end (130)
rotatably mounted to the first support arm to a
second reel end (132) rotatably mounted to the
second support arm;
a first actuator (128, 300, 400, 504, 600, 700)
operatively connected between the frame and
the first reel end and configured to move the first
reel end relative to the frame;
a second actuator (128, 302, 402, 506, 602, 704)
operatively connected between the frame and
the second reel end and configured to move the
second reel end relative to the frame; and
a control system (200, 608, 708) configured to
alternately operate the first actuator and the sec-
ond actuator in repeating alternating incremen-
tal steps to thereby move the reel from a first
reel position relative to the frame to a second
reel position relative to the frame.

2. The agricultural header of claim 1, wherein the first
actuator comprises first hydraulic actuator and the
second actuator comprises a second hydraulic ac-
tuator.

3. The agricultural header of claim 2, wherein the con-
trol system comprises a source of pressurized hy-
draulic fluid (304).

4. The agricultural header of claim 3, wherein the con-
trol system comprises at least one valve (308, 500,
502) moveable between a first valve position in which
the source of pressurized hydraulic fluid is fluidly
connected to the first hydraulic actuator and not flu-
idly connected to the second hydraulic actuator, and
a second valve position in which the source of pres-
surized hydraulic fluid is fluidly connected to the sec-
ond hydraulic actuator and not fluidly connected to
the first hydraulic actuator.

5. The agricultural header of claim 4, wherein the at
least one valve comprises a hydraulic diverter valve.

6. The agricultural header of claim 4 or 5, wherein the
actuator drive comprises a solenoid (312, 508, 510)
operatively connected to the at least one valve and
configured to move the at least one valve between
the first position and the second position.

7. The agricultural header of claim 1, wherein the first
actuator comprises a first electric actuator and the
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second actuator comprises a second electric actua-
tor.

8. The agricultural header of claim 7, the control system
comprises a source of electrical energy (610).

9. The agricultural header of claim 8, wherein the con-
trol system comprises a control circuit (612, 614,
616, 712, 702, 706) configured to alternate between:
connecting the source of electrical energy to drive
the first electric actuator and not drive the second
electric actuator, and connecting the source of elec-
trical energy to drive the second electric actuator and
not drive the first electric actuator.

10. The agricultural header of any of the preceding
claims, wherein the first actuator and the second ac-
tuator comprise linear actuators (600, 602).

11. The agricultural header of any of the preceding
claims, wherein the first actuator is connected be-
tween the frame and the first support arm, and the
second actuator is connected between the frame and
the second support arm.

12. The agricultural header of any of the preceding
claims, wherein the first actuator is connected be-
tween the first reel end and the first support arm, and
the second actuator is connected between the sec-
ond reel end and the second support arm.

13. An agricultural vehicle (100) comprising:

a chassis (102) configured for movement over
a surface; and
an agricultural header (112) according to any of
the preceding claims attached to the chassis.

14. The agricultural vehicle of claim 13, wherein the ag-
ricultural vehicle is a combine (100).
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